Jerry Lawrence Provincial Park

To Reach the Park
Jerry Lawrence Provincial Park is located approximately 25 kilometres (15.5 miles) west of Halifax. From Highway 103 take Exit 5 and follow Route 333 for 2 kilometres to Upper Tantallon and then take Route 3 east for 2 kilometres to the park entrance. Or take Exit 4 off Highway 103 and follow Route 3, 6 kilometres west to the park entrance.
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RESERVATIONS: 1-888-544-3434
10:00 am to 11:00 pm, 7 days a week.
www.novascotiaparks.ca (24 hours)
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Jerry Lawrence Provincial Park is truly the ideal setting where individuals, groups, friends and family can gather and enjoy a range of outdoor activities in an accessible setting while experiencing nature close up.

Get Close to Nature
Jerry Lawrence Provincial Park is a nature-lover’s retreat conveniently nestled in a quiet setting just minutes from the urban core of Greater Halifax. Two lakes that border this serene park, Lewis and Round Lake, offer visitors beautiful scenic water views from wheelchair-accessible walkways and look-offs and provide ideal fishing opportunities. Round Lake is stocked several times throughout the season with brook and rainbow trout, providing anglers with a little piece of paradise. Two wheelchair-accessible fishing piers hover on the tranquil lake, inviting visitors to leisurely enjoy hours of fishing in the autumn, spring and summer months. Bring a pair of binoculars with you and enjoy a comfortable stroll along one of the park’s four accessible nature trails while looking for feathered inhabitants, plants and wild flowers. Please do not damage or remove them. Parking areas and drive-in picnic sites are conveniently located close to all facilities including a barrier-free vault toilet.
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A Testament to Vision
Jerry Lawrence Provincial Park, formerly called Lewis Lake Provincial Park, was renamed in 2007 to honour former radio host and cabinet minister, Jerry Lawrence who played a key role in developing recreational opportunities in the park for people with disabilities. Thanks to Jerry’s vision, many of the park’s features make the area more accessible for all visitors.

A Special Message to Park Visitors

PARK SAFETY
- Help preserve and protect this beautiful park for the enjoyment of future generations. Plants, animals and rocks, are important parts of its natural heritage. Please do not damage or remove them.
- Please respect those with disabilities and ensure they have access to those facilities which are designated for their needs.
- Large groups intending to use the picnic area should contact the Department of Natural Resources, Waverley Office (902) 861-2560, to confirm that the area will be available.
- Please keep pets on a leash at all times.
- Firearms are prohibited within the park.

PERSONAL SAFETY
- Please practice safe swimming. This is not a supervised swimming area. Children should be watched closely in or near the water. Inflatable swimming aids should not be used.
- Contact park staff for further information about the park. They want to make your visit as enjoyable as possible.

Area Attractions
- Cleveland Beach and Queensland Beach Provincial Parks offer family swimming opportunities on warm sandy shores.
- A peaceful memorial to those who perished on SwissAir Flight 111 can be found near Bayswater Beach Provincial Park located on the Aspotogan Peninsula. A second memorial can be seen at Whalesback on Route 333 near Peggy's Cove.
- For information on these and other attractions please consult the Nova Scotia Doers and Dreamers Guide, visit a Visitor Information Centre or the website at www.novascotia.com.

Jerry Lawrence Provincial Park

- Parking
- Picnic Area
- Picnic Shelter
- Vault Toilets
- Walking Trail
- Lookoff
- Fishing

SwissAir Flight 111 Memorial located at Bayswater Beach Provincial Park